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H. Lekkerkerker:  About twenty five years ago Bednorz and Muller developed high temperature superconductivity 
and immediately it was speculated that it would change the world. Electricity would be transported over ocean 
without resistance, device would become billion times as fast and I don't follow the literature but my perception is 
that not all of this has been realized. At the same time there were similar predictions of photonic band gaps making 
photonic materials and soon there would be electric transistors and all our devices would be all optical. Whilst optics 
is making progress the promise of photonic materials has not come true. So what is different between graphene and 
these examples?  
 
P. Avouris: The key issue regarding which ideas make it or don't make it to technology is the material involved. For 
example carbon nanotubes are superior to graphene in certain properties because they have a bandgap so you can 
use them to make logic devices. However, I am not proposing here to use graphene in logical devices but in analog 
devices. It is appropriate for analog transistors for fast communications and so on. There is such variability in 
materials that in high technology, unless you start with a well defined and reproducible material you cannot be 
successful. High temperature superconductor materials never became fully reproducible and their stability is not 
very good. The same thing happens now with organics being proposed for photovoltaics. It is an issue of stability, 
price, etc.. The material comes first. The issue about photonic devices is different. Photonic devices you will see 
them coming out very soon. An example of our work involves a graphene photodetector that we used recently to 
detect optical data streams at internet rates with absolutely no problem. The so-called “eye diagram” verifies that we 
have error-free detection of optical data. Silicon-based optical devices would be incorporated in hexaflop computers 
within a few years.  
 
H. Lekkerkerker: So the future is made of graphene. 
 
P. Avouris: No not necessarily. The issue of material quality is still there. It appears simpler than that with 
nanotubes because graphene has always the same structure. But for a technology you have to have a reproducible 
quality of graphene in large areas. It has to be on an appropriate insulator and all kinds of other requirements. We 
are still working on that and will be working on years to come. And at the end there are financial considerations that 
enter to determine if something will be out or not. In this respect technology is very different than science.   
 
H. Lekkerkerker: I am very sure we won’t see a repeat of the New-York-Times of 1954 that nuclear fusion would 
work in two years.  
 
P. Avouris: Things that work in the lab don't necessarily make it to products.  
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M. Ratner: Can we go back to these bumps and valleys that you see, you used a different term, but the mountain-
like like fluctuations. Can those be characterized and do you have to characterize them?  
 
P. Avouris: No. This issue goes back to conclusions of Peierls and others that a two dimensional system would be 
unstable (not flat) because of the amplitude of the out-of-plane vibrations. The picture was an artist conception. In a 
scattering experiment involving suspended graphene these structural fluctuations were seen. However, if you put 
graphene on a substrate you always detect fluctuations, but they are modified by the substrate. There is nothing that 
it is smooth on that scale. Graphene conforms to the topography of the substrate. So you also get these pseudo-
magnetic fields that are produced by the topography. In addition if you thermally anneal, as it happens naturally 
when you pass a current, graphene has a negative expansion coefficient and most other materials have a positive. So 
graphene contracts when heated and the other material expands. When it is cooled it wrinkles and forms a grating. 
This poses a problem in a certain types of graphene synthesis.          
 
M. Ratner: That suggests that you can control it. 
 
P. Avouris: Controlling in a lab and controlling at the level you want for a high technology are different. 
 
R.J. Dwayne Miller: In this band structure you see the linear dispersion. There is a lot of excitement about that 
because it is like a relativistic rest mass. If I think as a chemist it is hard to rationalize that. You need very few atom 
to make a metal. With gold I think it is like hundred atoms. So if I ask how many carbon atoms do I need in a 
hexagonal arrangement to get a zero point gap?  Do you have an idea how that is? Because for me the rest mass is 
the electronic overlap, the curvature.  
 
P. Avouris: Yes there have been some calculations and people have been synthesizing graphene clusters. The 
problem is that they are totally insoluble so you can make them in a gas phase but you cannot... 
 
R.J. Dwayne Miller: So my organic colleagues could make a hundred atom graphene chip and we would not have 
the mounting defect that we were talking about. 
 
P. Avouris: I don't have a number to tell you, but I should stress again the fragility of the conclusion. If I had time I 
could show you that it is not, in principle, difficult to open a gap. The gap comes from the fact that the two atoms A 
and B of the unit cell sense the same potential. If you were to make that potential different, you will open a gap. One 
trick to do this is to use two layers in the so called Bernal stacking which is the natural stacking of graphite. Half of 
the atoms of the second layer are above atoms of the lower layer and the other half in the center of the benzene 
rings. The unit cell now is four atoms. If you apply an electric field, you can do this either chemically by charge 
transfer or by a real electric field from the gate, you can induced a difference between the atoms in the two layers. 
That breaks the symmetry and you open a gap. Now if you put monolayer graphene on an appropriate substrate, you 
may not see the zero gap depending on the distribution of the site binding. Early on people thought, for example, 
that you can use Boron Nitride as a substrate for that purpose. BN has the same structure as graphene and Boron and 
Nitrogen are quite different, but there is a little mismatch in the interatomic distances of graphene and BN so no gap 
is opened in this case. The environment in nanoscience is absolutely critical. A small graphene would not 
necessarily be useful. People make nanoribbons and can get high current on/off ratios. But this has not been useful 
so far because bouncing of the electrons from the rough edge boundaries destroys the good electrical properties.     
  
R.J. Dwayne Miller: Could you make the synthesis different so that the mobility, as high as it is for graphene 
would be much higher since you have a linear dispersion for the electron at this relativistic electron mass? You 
could measure mobilities with terahertz and get the fundamental upper limit to what graphene mobility should be 
and I don't think that is the upper limit that has been...  
 
P. Avouris: Graphite by the way can have mobility of over a million.  
 
R.J. Dwayne Miller: Yes ok. 
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P. Avouris: The problem is that you cannot tune the current in graphite because you have screening from the many 
layers. If you were to convert a two dimensional system to a one dimensional one, let’s say a nanoribbon, then the 
mc2 factor is not zero (the dispersion is not linear anymore). You will get an electron mass corresponding to that 
term. So your natural mobility will go down which is a well known fact in semiconductors (there is an inverse 
correlation between bandgap and mobility). So some compounds will have a very high mobility but too small a 
bandgap to be useful for digital electronics.  And boundary scattering is even worse. It is a complicated problem.  
 
Y. Tanimura: Is it possible to design the band structure, by modifying the seed for example. 
 
P. Avouris: Yes, you could. Steven Louie at Berkeley, for example, has calculated a number of patterned graphene 
structures where you can propagate the electrons in certain orientations and you can see all kind of interesting 
electronic effects. In principle you can do a lot of innovation that way. I am an experimentalist and I am a practical 
person when it comes to that. I have to deliver a working structure. Therefore, first I have to have control over the 
graphene material and that control does not exist yet. The graphene I showed you is produced from crystals of 
silicon carbide which are heated at very high temperature, the silicon desorbs and then the carbon atoms rearrange to 
form graphene on top of the SiC insulator.  
 
 
 
